
itelligence Mobile App Makes 
TOMY Field Sales Child’s Play

Stuart Kahn, IT Manager for toy 
and nursery manufacturer TOMY 
Europe, was in the UK Customer 
Service department when he noticed 
something surprising. Customer 
service representatives were busy 
answering phones, as expected, but 
a large number of calls were coming 
from TOMY sales agents.

» The sales team were calling in asking for 
information – ‘Can I check a customer 
address?’ and ‘I’m heading to an 
appointment and need the customer’s 
phone number’,” remembers Stuart.  
“One customer services exec literally 
read out directions to a lost sales rep 

driving to an appointment.«

TOMY Europe was by no means lacking 
in information systems. They were one 
of the fi rst toy manufacturers to create a 
B2B website for online ordering and the 
company had scaled up to SAP software 
to manage business operations several 
years ago.

» We were great at producing 
information,” says Stuart, “we just 
weren’t getting it in to the hands of the 
sales team when they most needed it – 

meeting with customers.«

TOMY Europe needed a way to get the 
same information that customer services 
could see on their desktops, into the 
fi eld with their sales agents. 
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Finding the Perfect Partner

» Initially Stuart looked at out-of-the-box 
solutions available in the market, “I found 
a couple of good options and showed 
them to Sales. They liked the idea overall 
but were concerned that none could 

handle our split-ordering method.«

TOMY makes multiple deliveries to 
retailers off the back of one sales order. 
For example in the run up to Christmas 
a retailer may place an order of 1000. 
That order is then delivered in a series 
of shipments; 200 in October, 400 in 
November, and the remaining 400 
delivered in December.  (TOMY also 
processes each of these deliveries as 
separate Sales Orders in SAP).

The salesperson needs to be able to 
specify delivery date(s) at the time of 
order, check stock availability, and - 
when following up with customers - see 
the status of the sales order at any time.

» No out-of-the-box solution could deliver 
our one, very specific, requirement.” 
Having recently integrated an SAP 
system Stuart explored SAP’s own 
mobile sales app and full CRM as an 
option. “CRM would’ve handled our sales 
teams’ requirements and more…but 

more was a problem.«

Stuart’s remit was European sales only. 
Developing a bigger enterprise solution 
would’ve meant requesting more budget, 
and involving more stakeholders across 
the business, ultimately delaying.  

» At this point it was early 2013. We had 
planned to soft launch during our quiet 
period in Q4. I was rapidly losing my 
window to do anything about this until 

the following year.«



itelligence Steps In

itelligence is the largest provider of 
SAP solutions and support in the UK. 
They approached Kahn and proposed a 
collaboration to deliver a custom Mobile 
Sales App that would meet TOMY’s 
European field sales team’s requirements 
and – most importantly – come in under 
budget.

» From the start itelligence showed a 
commitment to get to know our business. 
We had a dedicated project manager, 
Adam Goodsell, who spent so much time 
with myself and Sales that he really became 

one of our team,” enthused Stuart.«

itelligence set up a team at their Mobile Centre of 

Excellence in the Netherlands to get to grips with 

exactly how TOMY sales processes ran in order to 

create a solution that would work seamlessly in 

the hands of the end user. » As part of the project we flew our sales 
reps to Eindhoven to meet with the 
specialist mobile team and explain to 

them ‘This is how we want to use it.«

This led the team to establish early on that 

the App needed to work across multiple 

platforms.

» The success of any software rollout 
in an organization is that the solution 
adapts to the way the teams work, 
and not the other way around. The UK 
Salesforce were using iPads, but in 
France they preferred Windows based 
laptops. The App works across their 
device of choice which also means 
we don’t need to buy any additional 

hardware.«



About the App
The itelligence Mobile Sales app is designed to enable the Sales 

Executive to quickly and easily create a Sales Order

•	 Simple to use: Ensuring rapid adoption by sales teams with 

minimal training & support

•	 Real-time information (when connected): Latest pricing, product 

collateral, past and current order status

•	 Centralised Customer Information: View customer details from 

contact details to order history

•	 Multi-device Compatible: Runs on iPad, Windows 7 and 8, 

Android capable

•	 Integrates with SAP ERP: Developed by SAP specialists -  

itelligence UK is an SAP Gold Partner

For further information: marketing@itelligencegroup.co.uk

The TOMY European Sales Team today

The solution went live in September and 

rolled out across UK & Europe. Today 80% of 

TOMY’s European sales force are using the App 

and the project has been declared a success. 

Now TOMY US are interested in adopting the 

App.

» Customer service is important to TOMY,” 

explained Stuart. “We want Salespeople 

spending less time putting orders on to the 

system and more time talking with customers 

and giving them the information they need to 

get the best of our product range.«

It’s early days but the company expects higher 

value sales as a result of the Mobile CRM 

app because giving salespeople up-to-date 

inventory information maximises TOMY 

product on shelves. When a product is out of 

stock, a sales rep sees that immediately and 

can suggest a replacement. 

They can even access end of line products 

which are no longer in the catalogue but still 

available to order.

And the Customer Service centre – are sales 

reps still calling in?

» Customer service can now focus on providing 

a service to our customers,” assured Stuart. «
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